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INTRODUCTION

Digby Flower
Chair UK & Ireland

I am pleased to introduce Part 2 of our UK Real Estate Perspectives series which seeks
to provide insight, intelligence and commentary as the COVID-19 pandemic continues
to impact every aspect of our lives.
Andrew Phipps kicks off this edition by
Introducing the New Normal and considers
what the future will be like as we start to focus
on how to bring people back to work in a
timely and safe manner.
In his second piece, Andrew looks at
Leadership Resilience during times of crisis
and explores how and when we will get back
to a more regular working pattern and which
of the changes we have experienced will be
long lasting and which will be left behind. The
important questions are what improvement
in conditions will the Government want to
see before allowing us back to work, what
are the steps to physically get there and how
will we actually occupy buildings to prevent a
recurrence?
In the first of two features on alternatives,
introduced by David Haynes, four of our
specialist sector heads consider the near and
long-term impacts on their markets.
Two months ago, the UK hospitality market
was focused on exciting new brands, long
term globalisation and tourism trends and how
to package product to satisfy the increasing
appetite of institutional investors for the
long-term income provided by this sector.
Now the spectre is of a drop in occupancy
of 90% since the Government’s directive to
commence temporary closure of hotels, writes
Jon Hubbard in Hospitality: Operational
Challenges, Mothballing and Future Thinking.
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Emma Swinnerton considers The Biggest
Challenge Yet for Flexible Workspace as
a sector which is notorious for very high
occupational densities is turned on its head by
social distancing and working from home. In
the short-term operators have been inundated
with requests for payment holidays and early
terminations and in turn have requested
rental holidays from their landlords. Longer
term, this raises questions around the rental
arbitrage model and whether this will lead
landlords who value flexible workspace in their
portfolios managing the spaces themselves
and also result in a consolidation of the existing
providers.
Martin Robb comments in his article Healthcare
- The Balance of Risk and Opportunity on an
industry that has never been in the spotlight
to such an extent and where the interaction
between the public and private sectors is a
model of constructive collaboration. This is
evident both in the NHS taking over private
hospitals and care home occupancy increasing
as the NHS frees up capacity by rapidly
unblocking beds and outsourcing COVID-19
recuperation.

We have never been more reliant on data
centres as the physical home of the internet.
Whilst designed to provide operational
continuity, they have never had to withstand a
global pandemic but have demonstrated the
required resilience despite a huge increase in
demand, comments Stephen Kirby in Data
Centres versus COVID-19. Data centre revenues
are robust and with increasing demand for both
self-operated and collocation facilities this is a
growth sector supported by significant investor
appetite.
In his update on the retail market Paul Durkin’s
piece, Quarterday Mayhem, sees extremes of
human behaviour from kindness and support
to fear and greed. In general landlords have
taken a pragmatic approach to the payment of
March quarter day rents offering relief to those
who need it and less or none to those who
are big enough to weather the storm or are
beyond saving. Whilst the majority of occupiers
are equally pragmatic, it is disappointing to
see some highly profitable household name
brands refusing to pay, leaving less capacity for
landlords to help the less strong and increasing
the burden on landlords and in turn impacting
the payment of pensions.

Charlie Smith gives The Valuers Perspective
unsurprisingly anticipating that March quarter
figures will show a marked downgrading in all
sectors bar Central London offices and the best
industrial and logistics units. With a limited
number of transactions to provide evidence in
most sectors valuers are focusing increasingly
on the occupational story with rent collection
figures becoming a key metric.
In his commentary, Occupier Decision Making
- Where Next?, Michael Creamer and Richard
Golding sum up our current position “we are
not working from home, we are AT HOME,
during a crisis, trying to work” and looks at how
corporate occupiers are operating and planning
for the future.
Finally, Richard Pickering covers the topic of
Motivation and Social Shifts. He examines how
social distancing is impacting on our motivation
levels, poses questions about what longer term
bearing this might have on society and real
estate, and concludes with some tips on how
we can keep motivation high in the face of
adversity over the coming months.
The contact details for all of our contributors
are included below, as are links to our global
commentary. Please do get in touch; we stand
ready to help you navigate through these
uncertain times.
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RESEARCH
& INSIGHT

Andrew Phipps
EMEA Head of
Research & Insight

INTRODUCING THE NEW NORMAL
A week is a long time in politics would be a very
apt phrase for the current global situation. The
change we’ve seen since we shared our last view of
the UK real estate market has been dramatic in two
ways.
Firstly, and of course the most critical, is the
continued rise in the numbers impacted by the
spread of COVID-19. According to a report in the
New York Times, over 4 billion people are living in
some kind of lockdown environment. The second
change is the number of discussions being had
around ‘what the future looks like’ and ‘how do we
start to get back to whatever the new normal is?’
Whilst people of course recognise we will be feeling
the effects of the virus on the economy and on the
way we live our lives for months to come, many
business leaders are actively planning for how and
when people will be able to move back into the more
traditional workplace. There is a general view that
the situation will change how we work even after the
direct implications have ended. The ability of people
to work away from the office has been proven to a
large degree, the desire of people to go back to a
wholly traditional way of working has likely receded
dramatically.
The need for people to understand what the future
looks like is high. The desire for certainty, for clear
planning and of course the trust we have in our
employers to keep us safe will be the main focus for
many over the next weeks. Bringing people back in
a timely and safe manner that demonstrates business
has recognised the environment has changed will be
key.
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RESEARCH
& INSIGHT

Andrew Phipps
EMEA Head of
Research & Insight

LEADERSHIP RESILIENCE
The resilience of our leadership is brought into
sharp relief during times of crisis. The nature of
the crisis is moot, it’s how people in positions of
responsibility respond and the messages they
send to their teams, clients, and in the cases of
Governments around the world, their electorate and
the voracious 24-hour news cycle.
The disturbance to the equilibrium resulting from the
COVID-19 outbreak has caused change on a scale
experienced by few people during their lifetime.
We’ve seen Dyson designing a new ventilator in 10
days, Mercedes Formula One team developing a new
breathing aid and UK manufacturing giants including
Airbus, Rolls Royce, BAE Systems and Siemens
coming together to deliver the NHS much needed
ventilators.
Change has become the new status quo and people,
business and politicians have seen a dramatic shift in
their priorities. The UK Chancellor’s announcements
of a business rate discount in the recent Budget
seems light years ago. The wholesale changes to
this announced on the 17 March took the form of
a tax holiday starting on 1 April for the majority of
businesses in the leisure, retail or hospitality sectors.
The issues that seemed so important a few weeks
ago are now perhaps forgotten or have certainly
declined in importance.
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Personal experience has shown me that some
people absolutely thrive in a time of uncertainty
and have an inbuilt compass to navigate through the
most directionless scenarios. For others, change is
unsettling and can quickly overwhelm.
Mental health worries are a consideration for all,
and the property industry has made great strides
in this area over the past 24 months. The advent of
mental health first aiders, access to support lines,
deeper understanding where perhaps a ‘just get
on with it’ approach was more commonplace are
to be welcomed by all leaders as a key element of
helping people cope. Working in new environments,
alongside partners, children, and indeed pets, is a
very different consideration than operating out of a
traditional office.
Leaders in the real estate industry have had to
address and understand Government intervention
and the protection of tenant’s leases. Interpreting
what the landlord, tenant relationship looks like
in the current landscape requires the wisdom of
Solomon. Having an eye to the future once we
escape from the tyranny of the COVID-19 virus is
critical. The thoughts of many have already turned to
addressing what happens next, when will we be back
in our buildings?

The soundings I have taken is that we are likely
eight weeks and more from starting the progression
back to office life. As we move away from the oak
panelled offices of some and the kitchen table of
others, resilient leadership will be crucial. There will
be a natural hesitancy felt by many. Having adapted
to reach a state of equilibrium to be thrown back
into a maelstrom of change will be a challenge.
We will not see everyone moving back on one day.
Occupiers will retain many of the lighter touch social
distancing measures for the remainder of 2020.
Creating teams, A, B and C for example coming into
the office on sequential days will be one answer.
Extending the working day to allow for ‘shifts’ will be
another.
The future for teams will be about remaining
connected. Having meetings with teams from across
the globe has been as commonplace for me over the
past ten days as meeting with someone that I sit 10
metres from in ‘normal’ life. Life will not go back to
how it was before and nor should it.

The collective move to technology to create
connections and drive a more human experience is
perhaps unexpected. The simple fact is that the cost
of technology to support home working, to enable
business to operate seamlessly from wherever
suddenly seems like a very worthwhile investment.
The ability of leaders to remain resilient no matter
what the situation is fundamental to business
success. The change we are experiencing is
ongoing, it’s not something that ‘has’ happened,
it ‘is’ happening. Plans evolve and need to adapt;
objectives and expectations aren’t always achieved.
People are of course unsure what their future holds.
A resilient leader is one who sees the current
challenge as a setback but one that will be
overcome. The wealth of insight now available as
a result of this enforced homeworking experiment
is going to be key to determining what the future
of work becomes. The power to interpret what this
means for occupiers and landlords alike is where true
value is to be realised.

The ability of people to make change has been
astounding. Anecdotes abound of 5,000 call centre
staff all effectively working from home within 72
hours. Virtual teams being set up within hours
of ‘lockdown’, cloud usage increasing by 775%,
Microsoft Teams seeing a growth of 500% usage
in China since the end of January according to a
spokesperson.
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ALTERNATIVES

David Haynes
Head of Specialist Sectors

WILL COVID-19 SLOW THE RISE
OF ALTERNATIVES?
Investors in Specialist Sectors such as student
accommodation, retirement living, data centres,
healthcare, co-working, hotels and residential are
seeking to understand the impact of COVID-19 on
the underlying operational businesses as quickly
as possible. Many investors have been immediately
affected given their exposure to the operational
cashflow of underlying assets. Operators are
looking at short and long term impacts on their
businesses and how these might affect their ability
to turn to real estate investors to raise capital.
In the first of a two part series, experts in four of our
Specialist Sector teams provide their assessment of
the impact of the pandemic on their markets.
In total, Alternatives accounted for 38% of all
property investment transactions in 2019. C&W’s
Report “Broader Horizons” published last year set
out four drivers of what seemed like an inexorable
rise in Alternatives:
•

Demographic and structural trends such as an
ageing population, more international study and
the growth in data traffic.

•

Investors seeking yield in a “lower for longer”
world.
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•

Institutions wanting to access the long leases
in areas of the Specialist Sectors to match long
duration liabilities.

•

Conversely, other investors have wanted to get
closer to the higher returns offered by rising
operational incomes and become more adept at
taking operational exposure.

The demographic picture remains positive so whilst
the Specialist Sectors are not protected from
the impact of the pandemic and some, such as
student accommodation, have been more quickly
impacted than some conventional sectors, we expect
investors’ appetite to rebound in the medium term,
driven by societal trends.
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HOSPITALITY

Jon Hubbard
Head of Hospitality EMEA

HOSPITALITY: OPERATIONAL
CHALLENGES, MOTHBALLING
& FUTURE THINKING
Two months ago, the conversations around the
UK hospitality sector were focused on exciting
new brands, the undisputed positives of long-term
global demographic and tourism trends and how
best to package product to satisfy the increasing
appetite from institutional capital seeking to
capitalise on the secure long term income provided
by the sector.
There was some short term caution regarding
supply growth in some markets and more critically
whether staffing needs could be adequately
satisfied post Brexit, but those concerns now seem
insignificant to an industry facing a major short
term challenge in responding to the almost total
closure of the UK hotels as a result of first business
and then government enforced travel and operating
restrictions. The storm will pass and the long term
trends will re-establish, but the focus now is on
experienced investors, lenders and operators, who
can best survive this unprecedented trading hiatus
and create value in the future.
What we have witnessed in the last 2-3 weeks has
been a very rapid decline in operating performance,
moving from positive year on year growth in revenue
per available room (RevPAR) for the first two
months of 2020. Now the spectre is of a drop in
occupancy of over 90% since the second and third
weeks of March, with the expectation of further
falls as hotel closures filter through. These have
swiftly followed the UK government’s directive on
24 March to commence temporary closure of hotels,
with exception of those that are providing support
accommodation for emergency and other essential
workers, acting as temporary hospital facilities or
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which are required as interim residences. The major
urban areas such as London and Edinburgh have
been most impacted as international visitation
declined, with those less affected currently being
properties near major airports, such as Heathrow,
that still cater to crew business and stranded
passengers. Regional hotels, which initially benefited
from some staycations, are now similarly impacted
as the latest government advice has shut off that
demand source.
Compared to other countries in Europe, UK hotel
market was initially the least impacted, but this is
changing rapidly.
SELECTED EUROPEAN MARKETS
HOTEL OCCUPANCY DECLINE IN MARCH 2020
(% decline compared to same week last year)

Source: STR

Faced with the revenue tap being turned off,
owners and operators are understandably focusing
on minimising operating costs, implementing
a multitude of mitigating measures, principally
focused around staffing, which typically accounts
for 35%-50% of total costs. This includes cancelling
casual contracts, initiating redundancies but mainly
seeking to take advantage of government support
for furloughing jobs, as well as benefiting from tax
deferral and abolishment of business rates.
More significantly for landlords, whilst some
tenants, such as Premier Inn took a positive stance
and made all rental payments (thereby enhancing
their covenant strength) many tenants made the
decision to defer March quarter rent payments,
providing themselves with short term relief but
opening up fresh dialogue which could ultimately
define the future of the asset. In some cases, whilst
facing a short-term income hit, this could release
increased value to landlords when the assets reopen,
if the tenant forfeits. However, with the hope for
a recovery starting in the second half of the year,
and to avoid business casualties in the meantime,
owners, operators and banks are discussing various
temporary solutions, such as fee reductions or
deferrals, reduced rent payments or rent holidays,
as well as loan payment suspensions and new credit
lines.

In terms of transaction activity, some advanced
deals are still progressing, especially forward sales
or forward commitments for development projects,
where investors and banks can see beyond the
current situation. The reported sale of The Ritz
Hotel in London is a great example of an investor
taking a long term investment decision, undeterred
by short term issues. Nevertheless, the majority of
transactions are being put on hold but there is no
doubt that equity rich, agile capital is lining up to get
involved in cash strapped operations, offering the
ability to recapitalise or acquire.
ACTIVITY STATUS OF HOTEL INVESTORS - EUROPE

Note: Based on interviews with 49 investors (mid march 2020)
Source: Cushman & Wakefield Research
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FLEXIBLE WORKSPACE

Emma Swinnerton
EMEA Head of
Flexible Workspace

THE BIGGEST CHALLENGE YET
FOR FLEXIBLE WORKSPACE
Although some flexible workspace operators had
not until now weathered a downturn what we learnt
from the Financial crisis in 2008 was that demand
for Flexible Workspace in times of uncertainty
tends to remain high. However, today’s social
distancing measures have turned this on its head
and provided the biggest challenge to date to this
until recently fast growing part of the market.
The majority of flexible workspace buildings remain
open and have not been part of any government
mandated closures. That said operators are
deploying skeleton staff and are implementing much
more stringent cleaning routines.
Whilst a significant proportion of customers of
Flexible Workspaces have signed month to month
agreements which allow them to walk away with
little notice, what has also changed since 2008 is
the amount of large corporates leveraging Flexible
Workspaces as part of their property portfolio.
In general they will be on longer term agreements
and will therefore provide some much needed
stability over the coming months.
Unlike traditional landlords Flexible Workspace
operators invoice monthly in advance and the
majority of payments are made by direct debit.
The next few days will therefore be critical in
determining what proportion of customers intend to
continue to pay their bills. All operators have been
inundated with requests for payment holidays/early
terminations and in turn a number of major operators
have requested the same from their landlords. In
addition, a collective of smaller operators have asked
the government to consider a 12 month holiday from
business rates payment in-line with concessions
granted in the retail sector.
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Taking all of this into consideration and depending
on how long the current social distancing measures
are in place it is highly likely that a number of
businesses in this space will struggle to survive.
We have been highlighting for some time that due
to the structure of this sector that there is likely to
be an opportunity for consolidation and COVID-19
could well prove to be the catalyst that causes that
to take place. Having said that, acquisition is not
straightforward as many operators differentiate
by the strength of their brand and product offer
so any targets would either need to be aligned or
an owner could develop a portfolio of brands to
target different sectors similar to IWG’s multi-brand
strategy.
Although enquiries for new Flexible Workspace
have declined dramatically in the last couple of
weeks the fundamentals of the sector are still
strong and we therefore expect demand to return
in-line with a market bounceback. Additional short
term opportunities may also arise from traditional
occupiers needing swing space as a result of delayed
office moves or needing additional space to comply
with potential phased return to work measures.
Longer term however, this raises a question around
the rental arbitrage model employed by Flexible
Workspace operators taking traditional leases and
committing to a fixed cost base. Operators who own
some or all of their portfolio and/or landlord’s who
have developed their own flexible workspace offers
have more flexibility to respond to changing demand
in times of distress. When the market does return we
therefore predict that landlord’s and owners who
value flexible workspace as part of their portfolio
may be more willing to consider managing the
space themselves or working with a partner under
more flexible commercial terms.
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HEALTHCARE

Martin Robb
Head of Alternatives & Specialist Markets
Valuation & Advisory

HEALTHCARE – THE BALANCE OF RISK
AND OPPORTUNITY
Never has the healthcare industry been in the
spotlight to such an extent and rarely has the
interaction between the public and private sectors
been so constructive and collaborative. What
factors have evolved in the last few days and what
might the future hold for this industry, so often one
that the user doesn’t really want to think about
until it becomes a necessity?

There are numerous examples of:
•
Care home occupancy increasing as the NHS
frees up capacity by rapidly ‘un-blocking’ beds.
•

The NHS and Local Authorities contracting
directly with care home owners so that individual
beds, or wings, or entire care homes can be used
for COVID-19 recuperation.

To set the scene the UK Healthcare market
contributed £191.7 billion to UK GDP in 2016
according to the Office for National Statistics. Will
COVID-19 move the debate about Healthcare and its
crucial economic impact beyond a simplistic debate
focussed on the NHS and social care funding? As
will be shown below, there is potential for a new
era of partnership between the NHS and its private
sector counterparts.

•

In short, the care continuum is being used far
more effectively across the market and the
change has happened at pace. There is every
reason why this interaction between acute and
social care should continue in a post COVID-19
environment.

•

Operationally, of course the risk of a catastrophic
infection at any given home is unavoidable,
although these businesses are used to dealing
with infection control generally. At least this
can be balanced against a backdrop of some
increased occupancy.

Private Hospitals
The vast bulk of hospital provision in the UK is within
the NHS. Private hospitals operate with a blend of
NHS overflow work, health insurance referrals and
self-pay procedures. Private hospitals have now
been requisitioned by the NHS as overflow capacity.
We understand that these businesses are still at
liberty to perform procedures for the self pay market
or insurers but the NHS work, contractually, takes
priority.
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Staffing:
Care home providers report ongoing concerns
regarding staffing levels caused by illness, or self
isolation, which are largely beyond their control.

In contrast, some operators report a surge in
applications for employment, which is a trend that
is often repeated in times of economic downturn.
Whilst the national shortage of nurses will not be
eased in the short term, an absence of employment
opportunities for non-qualified staff in retail, leisure
and hospitality sectors is assisting care home
providers fill vacancies.
In the meantime, capacity is also being increased
via the “Nightingale Hospital” initiative. The London
Excel centre has been transformed in less than a
fortnight, with 4,000 new hospital beds due to open
imminently.
There are operational challenges for the private
hospital groups. They will have to ensure appropriate
separation between COVID-19 patients and other
patients for obvious reasons. Not all of private
hospital staff will be familiar with working practises
from the NHS and some adaptability will be
necessary. Private Hospitals may not have the same
level of equipment that is found in NHS facilities.
However, these issues are not intractable.
The collaboration between the NHS and the private
sector appears to be wholly pragmatic. As one
hospital provider advised “we had 10 ventilators,
previously unused, that are now suitably deployed”.
Care Homes
Occupancy and Revenue: For long enough the acute
care industry (ie hospitals and associated facilities)
and the social care market (predominantly care
homes) have not operated in tandem. Is this finally
changing and will that change be lasting?

The benefit to the operator is a potential reduction in
agency staff costs and with total staff costs typically
over 50% of revenue, there is potential for a material
saving in operating costs.
A peak before a trough?
If there is some benefit in the short term for
occupancy and possibly also staffing cost, is there
a corresponding disadvantage when life returns
to a new normal? Care homes are a needs’ driven
industry and demographic drivers for the market
will not change substantially in a post COVID-19
world. However, there may still be a need for some
adjustment in a post COVID-19 world where block
contracts are terminated and unqualified staff go
back to work in other sectors.
Care in the Future?
The NHS ‘digital revolution’ has long been promoted
as the key to futureproofing health services in the
face of rising patient demand. Unsurprisingly, there
is an urgent requirement to move quickly towards
greater use of digital technology such as an online
doctor, or remote vital signs monitoring for proactive
healthcare. The impact of the digital and healthcare
revolution on real estate is profound.
Would you like your diagnosis to be made by
artificial intelligence? Perhaps that is a question for
another day.
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DATA CENTRES

Stephen Kirby
Data Centre Advisory

DATA CENTRES VERSUS
COVID-19
With society under physical lockdown, we have
never been more reliant on data centre facilities,
as we increase our virtual (on-line) presence.
Data Centres, the physical home of the internet,
are specifically designed to provide operational
continuity in adverse conditions. However, they have
never had to face a global pandemic before.
Indications are that data centre facilities continue
to provide digital infrastructure services without
interruption or interference, despite the increased
demand brought on by social distancing.
Data centre operational revenues appear robust
with their systems working harder than ever.
Demonstration of this business continuity has
filtered through to the share price of many of the
best-known data centre operators, which have seen
a positive bounce. This financial and operational
performance has stoked investor confidence in the
sector, increasing appetite from traditional and
infrastructure funds through to specialist data centre
investors.
The largest data centre users (i.e. Microsoft, Amazon
Web Services and Google) have global expansion
strategies that are already well underway. They will
continue to underpin the market with a mixture of
self-operated facilities and co-location (supporting
third party data centre growth). We do not
envisage the virus impacting these plans although
construction projects may encounter delays.
So far, the data centre sector has risen to the
operational task at hand fuelling the global economy
and driving demand. Recognition that the sector is
resilient and that there is life after lockdown.
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RETAIL

Paul Durkin
Head of UK Retail

QUARTERDAY MAYHEM
As the ‘stay at home’ message crescendos, and
lockdown sweeps the world, many sectors are
feeling the economic crunch. Without the daily
hustle and bustle on our streets, the physical
elements of the retail and leisure market are facing
a state of economic hibernation.
The announcement of government-enforced store
closures across the UK was aptly timed for the rental
payment date of the March quarter. We have seen
a spectrum of responses, and much like the rest of
the COVID-19 outbreak it has exposed the extremes
of human behaviour, from kindness and support, to
greed and fear.
Some of the more positive stories include one
landlord who is supporting its new talent while
maintaining the USP of the overall asset by giving
complete rent relief to all occupiers in its retail,
leisure and restaurants offer. The occupiers - who are
new, independent and often stand-alone - form the
exciting, vibrant fabric of the asset, and while they
draw footfall in normal times, they would be at high
risk without these rental breaks.
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Some of the REITs have taken a more pragmatic
approach, with tiered analysis, offering relief to those
who need it, and less (or none) for those who are
either big enough to weather the storm, or were
already beyond saving.
This is dependent on landlords being able to offer
relief to their occupiers at all. There are some who
simply cannot, which brings its own challenges.
Meanwhile the response from occupiers has been
equally diverse and not always aligned with the
greatest need.
One fast-food giant has refused to pay any rent,
which – given its £300m profit in UK last year –
seems disproportionate in a time of crisis where
others are struggling. Many big-brand high street
fashion retailers have also refused to pay, leaving
the landlords of the country to carry the burden
– landlords which include some of our UK pension
funds, depended upon by thousands.

Other occupiers are taking a more reasoned
approach and have opted for a compromise: nonstandard monthly payments, which gives them the
flexibility to review monthly and helps the landlord
to survive.
We should be focusing on where the support is
really required from landlords, for occupiers who
really need it; organisations who are prioritising
paying staff to avoid mass redundancies, and don’t
have the cash flow to afford much more. This is
only possible if occupiers who can afford to pay,
do so, rather than being opportunistic and taking
advantage.
To the highly profitable occupier avoiding rent, the
message is much the same as the message to the
panic-buyers in the local grocery store: Now is a time
for the strong to support the weak and the low risk
to support the high risk. If those who are strong are
using all the resources, there will be nothing left for
anyone – and we all lose.
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VALUATION
& ADVISORY

Charles Smith
Chairman – Valuation & Advisory UK

THE VALUERS PERSPECTIVE
Property by Property Analysis
The current situation highlights the importance of
three key factors; firstly looking at each asset on a
case by case basis, secondly focusing on the known
facts which will primarily be understanding what is
happening occupationally and thirdly reflecting the
transactional evidence where it exists.
Near Term Impacts versus Slower Burn
The impact has had some very visible and immediate
effects on retailers and leisure operators but we
are aware that it is only a matter of time before the
stress placed on businesses that occupy industrial,
logistics as well as offices will become apparent
despite the best efforts of the Government to
provide support.
Valuation Movements at the March Quarter
Valuers have just been reporting to clients the
March quarter figures and my strong expectation
is that all sectors bar Central London offices and
the best Industrial and Logistics units will see
a marked downgrading in value – expect on a
balanced portfolio about a 5+% shift vs valuations
reported at the end of December 2019. There are
still some transactions taking place which help
benchmark values but these are in a limited number
of sectors, notably Central London offices, long let
Supermarkets, Multi Let Industrial and Logistics.
The approach that valuers have taken is to focus
on the occupational story as this provides the most
immediate insight and the rent collection figures are
a key metric that we are tracking.
Shopping Centres and High Street retail units
represent the sector hardest hit and we are seeing
valuations coming down by between 10-20% since
the end of 2019. Valuers have looked at the likely
impact of rent not being collected and deducted
as a capital sum the equivalent of between three
and six months of the rent roll, as well as adjusting
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estimated rental values, increasing voids for empty
units and lengthening void period for units which
have lease expiries or tenant break options in the
next 18 months and finally adjusting yields to reflect
the further deterioration in sentiment.
Out of Town Retail has, in relative terms, faired
better albeit we expect value drops to be in the
order of 5-10% unless they are anchored by a
supermarket unit paying a substantial part of the
rent roll as well as being let on a long lease. The
valuers approach has been very similar to that
applied to the shopping centres but deduction for
estimated rent losses have typically been lower at
the equivalent of around three months.
There is the expectation that offices outside London
will see the largest diversity in valuation conclusions
driven by the lack of visibility on the occupier side
at this stage and as a result the fall in valuations is
likely to be less pronounced in the negative 3-5%
bracket versus the end of December with larger
falls associated with those properties in peripheral
locations as well as those with high vacancy or near
term lease events. Valuers will typically be extending
void and rent free periods, adjusting rental values
and moving yields outwards.
Rent collection
Valuers will be paying close attention to the rent
collection figures as they represent a key forward
indicator. In this fast moving environment use
of the usual measure of covenant strength is no
longer reliable as it does not reflect the reality of
the challenges faced by many businesses. Based
on our intelligence of the rent collection at the
March quarter unsurprisingly the retail sector is
lagging with a rate of between 30-40% but even the
industrial sector where capital markets transactions
have continued to demonstrate robust pricing
collections statistics are down at around 70% and

offices are to date showing the most resilience with
collections averaging between 70-80%. However, we
expect more pain to come which will be reflected
in the June quarter valuations and this will mean
analysis at a property level will be absolutely key.
This is particularly apparent as the capital markets
slow further as the sales in advanced stages
complete, or are put on hold and very limited new
stock is brought to the market.
A Disclosure Not a Disclaimer
The use of a Material Uncertainty Clause in valuation
reports is controversial and is now in all reporting
that we and other major valuation houses are
issuing. The purpose and effect of the clause is
frequently misunderstood with the often quoted
criticism that it renders the valuations meaningless
or that undertaking a valuation is not possible.
The clause is designed to be used in unprecedented
circumstances and its purpose is to ensure clarity
and transparency for all parties. Crucially it is
a disclosure not a disclaimer. All valuations are
estimates built upon multiple layers of fact and
judgement and in the current circumstances it is
both fair and reasonable to note that currently less
certainty can be attached to valuations than would
otherwise be the case.
We will continue to monitor closely the use of
this clause in order to ensure that it remains valid.
Our expectation is that certain properties such
as annuity class investments let to Government
tenants and Central London geared ground rents
will become exempt from its use before others.
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OCCUPIER DECISION MAKING WHERE NEXT?
As we stop and reflect on what is, for most people,
week two or three of our imposed lock down, a
massive call out to all the FM teams globally. They
have been working flat out to help businesses
stay functioning and open where this is necessary,
as well as lending additional support to frontline businesses. As an industry they should be
immensely proud.
I came across this quote which sums it up for me:
“we are not working from home, we are AT HOME,
during a crisis, trying to work”
What do we now know?
We know the tech works and with 5G upon us it will
only get better. Companies will want more reliability
and faster speeds both at home and in the office.
Tech departments will get the budgets to upgrade
networks and install the right applications to allow
us to be ready. Microsoft Teams grew from 32 million
daily active users to 44 million, in a single week (and
that was as of March 19th)! The company stated
those users generated over 900 million meetings
and calling minutes on Teams each day last week.
Zoom’s stock is up 300% in just over a year and is
now a household name.
We have been using a great piece of software that
allows podcasting remotely - albeit it’s more fun to
be in the studio with our guests, the show must go
on and it does. The latest is the first in a new series
titled ‘Rebalancing the Work-Life Experience’ that
reflects on the ‘new normal’ co-working environment
and Cushman & Wakefield’s Experience per Square
Foot™ tool.
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We also know we have good data at our fingertips
thanks to corporates being well organised and
responding in 2019 to IFRS 16 – can you imagine if
that hadn’t been thrust upon us? This data allows
us to understand and respond quickly to internal
requests from the CFO who wants immediate
answers. It also emphasises the need to keep
financial information (current rent, tax and service
charge information) up to date - not something
every corporate has been willing or able to do
– expect changes here - corporates will want to
hold more current financial data to help with any
crisis that they might face. Listen to our podcast –
‘COVID-19: Did your global data pass the test?’
Next steps
Key priorities for corporates right now are keeping
the lights on and the business intact, in the face
of whatever recession we go into – V, U, or for the
pessimist, L. So, what does that mean – well ‘cash is
king’ and we have already seen companies talking
openly about cutting and stopping all dividend
payments and in the case of the banks, this being
imposed on them.
For corporate real estate, now is the time to
review every project and reconfirm if they need
to go ahead and with the same parameters. There
is no point in signing a new lease if we can’t get
construction workers to site, moves completed and
there are no workers allowed to go back to the
office, due to government restrictions. Expect to
renegotiate extensions to existing leases and allow
leases to expire where they are not needed. We
also need to have difficult discussions with landlords
about rent reductions/holidays/part payments –
being mindful that they could also face difficulties as
a result. Legal terms and conditions also need to be
reviewed.

It’s also time to start focusing on what is
appropriate when we go back to work. It is said
that human habits take at least 21 days to change
and we will be in lock down for longer. We should
be discussing with business leaders now how they
can think about the physical and virtual office
differently, to the advantage of the employees and
the bottom line. Make no mistake, employees will
want something different when they return.
REBALANCING
THE WORK-LIFE
EXPERIENCE

COVID-19: DID YOUR
GLOBAL DATA PASS
THE TEST?

NEW
NORMAL
NEW
NORMAL

Debra Moritz
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MOTIVATION AND SOCIAL SHIFTS
If your past two weeks has been anything like
mine, then you’re likely to be getting to a place
of COVID-19 fatigue. The sheer volume of emails
in my inbox with ‘COVID-19’ in the subject line is
depressing (hint: set straight to trash box rules).
When the working day is done it doesn’t stop.
Walking from my converted home office (who needs
a dining room anymore anyway?) to my living room,
COVID-19 dominates most channels on TV. Pick up
the phone and what’s on social media? An endless
string of threads about COVID-19. Aargh!
In this Sisyphean cycle of get up, talk about
COVID-19, don’t leave the house, go to sleep, get up,
talk about COVID-19… how can we all stay motivated,
and what might this mean for society and real estate
in the longer term?
Any discussion about motivation starts with Maslow.
US psychologist, Abraham Maslow, is most famous
for his ‘Hierarchy of Needs’, which features in every
business school 101 textbox. In this he contends that
human needs correspond to a hierarchy. At the top
of this hierarchy are ‘higher order needs’ like selfactualisation and esteem. In the middle, you have
belonging and friendship, and at the bottom you
have things like safety and physiological needs. The
theory goes that people are motivated to fulfil the
lower order needs first, and only when these are
satisfied does motivation to act shift up the order.
What we have seen in recent events is a massive
mindset refocus in the Western world towards
the lower order needs. A couple of months ago,
your typical Millennial had ‘is my job purposeful
enough’ at the front of their mind. Now most of
us are very focussed on making sure that we have
enough food (and yes, toilet roll) so that we can
live for the week ahead without leaving the house.
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We’re concerned for our safety and for our financial
security. The motivation shifts to these shorter term
and more urgent needs, and away from longer term,
aspirational pursuits.
What does this mean in practice?
As discussed in last week’s blog, I suspect that many
people will be pleasantly surprised at how easy it
has been to get the basics done, even faced with
adaption costs and a huge spike in demand. Our
food largely still arrives courtesy of Hello Fresh,
Ocado and, increasingly, deliveries from the local
shop. Working is also still possible for most of us,
aided by the digital revolution and the shift to an
information economy; hence we can continue to earn
a living. And so, our physiological and security needs
are still largely met.
However, the trade-off that comes with social
distancing has been of the higher order needs. Most
of us gain little pleasure from internet shopping;
working from home for large amounts of time is
depressing; not being able to socialise limits our
ability to satisfy emotional needs, and most of
us have lost sight for the moment of longer-term
aspirations.
Sooner or later the exhaustion that comes with a
failure to meet these needs is going to catch up.
When the UK Government devised its approach to
social distancing, explicit within the considerations
was ‘behavioural fatigue’ – the concept that people
will after time get sick of staying indoors and start
to breach the rules. Whilst this theory has been
criticised, the longer than that suppression of needs
continues, the more challenging it will become.
Either we will become resigned to these factors, or
as is more typical for humans, we will innovate and
adapt.

What might be the longer implications for society
and real estate?
Times of great societal pressure and motivation
shifts such as this create innovation and changing
social attitudes, and these changes have a bearing
on real estate. It is an achievement of our modern
world that the last time we lived through a period
that curtailed our freedoms to this degree was as
far back as World War II. This isn’t a patch on that;
however similar legacies might emerge. After WW2,
a number of things changed. A more socialist all-init together attitude emerged, which was reflected
in fiscal policy and government spending; ‘Homes
for Heros’ being an example. Secondly, women,
who had kept the economy running during the war
were considered in a new light for roles traditionally
occupied by men, and the size of the workforce
increased. Thirdly, the ‘Silent Generation’ that
emerged from the post war period adopted a frugal
attitude that continues to inform their spending
habits.
Out of COVID-19, is likely to come stronger popular
support for the NHS (the equivalent of Homes for
Heros); expect an expansion of hospital, healthcare
and life science provision. The bonds of local
community that are being forged now are likely
to endure; watch for a shift to the importance of
the small, local, ethical and community focussed
businesses rather than big chains. Moreover,
expect that the office and the shopping centre
become treated as a luxury rather than a necessity.
Employers who didn’t trust their employees to work
from home have had their attitudes reset. The era
of spending 5-days a week in the office is, I predict,
over. However, the focus of time in the office and the
shopping centre will be one of quality interaction
and satisfying the higher order needs. We won’t be
sitting at desks or picking stock off rows of shelves,
which in turn could lead to a radical rethink of the
design of these spaces.

And what should we do to boost employee motivation in the short term?
Firstly, focus on what you can control. Productive
concern, which has been shown to have a motivating
effect, is different from unproductive worry, which
tends to focus on unknowns and is often overexpressed. Embrace uncertainty and take each day
as it comes.
Secondly, if you are a manager faced with tough
decisions in the coming months, make sure that
you treat people fairly. Equity theory suggests that
your reports will care less about the substantive
outcome than the relative outcome. Apply policies
consistently with a clear explanation of your
rationale and your teams will be more motivated to
follow you out of the trenches.
Thirdly, set achievable goals. Expectancy theory
suggests that motivation is the product of valence
(the importance that the individual places on the
result), expectancy (the prospect of achieving the
result) and instrumentality (that the reward will
follow the effort). If targets are unrealistic, if your
employee doesn’t care about your targets, or if your
employee doesn’t trust you to deliver once targets
are met, then motivation disappears.
Fourthly, synthesise normality. Speaking to people
face-to-face builds trust and happiness. According
to a recent study by UCL, video calling can achieve
a similar effect, creating happiness and encouraging
longer, richer discussions. Get out of your pyjamas
and switch on the camera!
Finally, there is a world beyond COVID-19 - honestly.
Change the record; change the subject line of your
emails, dare to think beyond the crisis, and allow at
least some of your time to put in place the actions
now that will support productivity and happiness in
the long term.
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